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ABSTRACT
Monte Carlo radiosity algorithms are radiosity algorithms in whi h the radiosity integral equation
or system of linear equations is solved using Monte Carlo random walk te hniques. Sin e expli it
form fa tor omputation and storage is ompletely avoided in Monte Carlo radiosity algorithms,
these algorithms are more reliable and require signi antly less storage than other radiosity
algorithms, making it feasible to render mu h more omplex s enes. This paper presents a
omparative study of four main aspe ts in whi h proposed Monte Carlo radiosity algorithms di er:
whether the dis rete or ontinuous equation is being solved, the random walk state transition
simulation te hnique, sampling order and the sample number generator.
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1 Monte Carlo Radiosity
This se tion gives an overview of Monte
Carlo radiosity (MCR) algorithms and lari es
our standpoint that all MCR algorithms are
random walk algorithms. A des ription of the
experiments is given next in x2. The results of
our experiments are presented and dis ussed in
x3 to x6.

1.1 Continuous versus dis rete and why
Monte Carlo?
Radiosity algorithms ompute and store a viewindependent representation of the illumination
in a di use (Lambertian) environment without
transparen y or parti ipating media. Light
transport in su h environments is des ribed by
the following integral equation, whi h is a spe ial
ase of the general rendering equation [8℄:
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denotes the total radiosity [W=m2 ℄ at
a point x on the surfa es A of the s ene;
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(x) denotes the re e tivity (dimension-less
number 0 < (x) < 1) of the surfa e at x;

denotes a di erential surfa e area
around a point y ;

dAy

and y are the angles between the line
onne ting points x and y and the surfa e
normal at x and y respe tively;
x
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is the distan e between the points x and

vis(x; y ) is 1 if x and y are mutually visible
and 0 if o luded from ea h other.

We shall refer to equation (1) as the ontinuous
radiosity equation. The solution of this equation
is a fun tion of lo ation x on the surfa es A
in the s ene. Sin e it an in general not be
solved analyti ally (one ex eption is used in our
experiments, see x2), numeri al methods are used
to approximately ompute the solution of (1).

Figure 1: Lo al (left) and global (right) sample line generation. The left image shows 200 \lo al"
lines from a light sour e. Four of these, indi ated in bla k, hit a given pat h in the oor plane. The
form fa tor between the light sour e and the pat h thus is approximately 4/200. In the right image,
a number of \global" lines are shown. These lines are generated irrespe tive of the pat hes in the
s ene. Their interse tion points with the surfa es in the s ene form spans along whi h parti les an
be ex hanged.
In the radiosity method, a pie ewise loworder polynomial approximation, most often a
pie ewise onstant approximation, is sought for
the solution.
Some algorithms [14, 9, 20℄
ompute su h an approximate solution dire tly
using equation 1. We shall refer to these
algorithms as ontinuous radiosity algorithms,
be ause they avoid kernel dis retisation during
the omputations.

Fij Bj
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Traditional full matrix radiosity [6, 13, 4℄,
progressive re nement radiosity [3℄, and also
hierar hi al radiosity [7℄, basi ally rst ompute
the form fa tors and next solve the system of
linear equations using an iterative method su h
as Ja obi or Southwell iterations1 . The main
problems of these approa hes however on ern
reliability and storage requirements: the form
fa tors (5) require the solution of a diÆ ult
integral, and their number is O(n2 ) where n is
the number of pat hes. In Monte Carlo radiosity
[18, 5, 15, 10, 12, 11, 17, 16℄, expli it form fa tor
omputation and storage is ompletely avoided
by using Monte Carlo random walk simulations
instead of an iterative solution method in order
to solve the radiosity equations. Be ause of
this, Monte Carlo radiosity algorithms are more
reliable and require signi antly less storage
than traditional radiosity algorithms, making
them suited to render mu h more omplex
environments.

Pj Fji

(4)

1.2 Random walk
simulation

In most radiosity algorithms, equation (1) is
dis retised into a system of linear equations, by
using the Nystrom- or quadrature method, point
ollo ation or the Galerkin method. The surfa es
of the s ene are dis retised into pat hes i, with
surfa e area Ai . When a onstant approximation
Bi for the radiosity B (x) on ea h pat h i is
sought, the Galerkin form of weighted residuals
yields the following system of linear equations:
Bi

= Bie + i

X
j

or equivalently
Pi

= Pie + i

X
j

with form fa tors
Z Z
1
Fij =
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and i are the average self-emitted radiosity
and re e tivity of pat h i. Pi and Pie are
the total and self-emitted power (Pi = Ai Bi )
of the pat hes. The sum is over all pat hes
in the environment. Similar sets of linear
equations result for non- onstant approximations
or other dis retisation methods. We shall refer
to algorithms that solve a dis retised radiosity
equation as dis rete radiosity algorithms.
Bie

state

transition

All MCR algorithms basi ally arry out a
number of random walk simulations: parti les are
generated on a light sour e and their path in the
environment is simulated until they get absorbed.
The s ore of the random walks on ea h pat h,
yields an approximation of the power Pi . The
random walk transition probabilities, that is: the
probabilities that a state (pat h) j will be visited
next when urrently visiting state i, are given
by the form fa tors Fij . Fortunately, there exist
onstru tions that do not require expli it form
1 In pra ti e, the steps of form fa tor omputation and
system solution are intertwined as to yield feedba k to the
user as soon as possible.

fa tor knowledge in order to simulate su h a state
transition.
A rst onstru tion is based on Nusselt's analogy
[4℄: a ray is generated with starting point
uniformly hosen over the surfa e area of pat h
i and with dire tion hosen su h that the angle
w.r.t. the surfa e normal is osine distributed.
The probability that su h a ray has nearest
interse tion with the surfa es in the s ene on a
se ond pat h j , is given by the form fa tor Fij (see
gure 1). When given a parti le on pat h i, the
hoi e what pat h the parti le will visit next an
be made by expli itly onstru ting and tra ing
su h a ray. We shall refer to this onstru tion as
lo al line generation.
Mateu Sbert [15, 17℄ has introdu ed alternative
state transition simulation te hniques, whi h are
named global line generation te hniques. In
these te hniques, lines are generated irrespe tive
of pat hes in the s ene, e.g. by onne ting
two uniformly distributed points on a sphere
bounding the s ene (see gure 1).
The
interse tion points of su h a line with the surfa es
in the s ene have uniform distributed lo ation on
the hit pat hes. Their angles w.r.t. the surfa e
normals are osine distributed as well. The
interse tion points form mutually visible pairs,
de ning spans on the global line along whi h
random walk state transitions an be simulated.

1.3 Sampling order
The state transitions of the random walks
orrespond to lo al or global sample lines.
Be ause ea h random walk has a ertain
probability of being terminated at ea h hit pat h
and also never more than one state transition
from a given state (pat h) is onsidered, the set of
sample lines an be envisaged as a non-bran hing
tree stru ture. The root of the tree stru ture
orresponds with the light sour es in the s ene,
where all random walks are initiated. The ratio
of the number of bran hes of length k over the
number of bran hes of length k 1 is about equal
to the average re e tivity of the surfa es in the
s ene2 .
Ea h Monte Carlo radiosity algorithm an be
viewed as enumerating the sample lines in the tree
stru ture in some order (see gure 2). Pattanaik's
ontinuous and Sbert's dis rete parti le tra ing
[14, 16℄ are depth- rst sampling order algorithms:
the sample lines orresponding to a rst bran h
are enumerated in order before those of the next
bran h. Shirley's algorithm [18℄, a breadth- rst
sampling order algorithm, will rst enumerate
all sample lines from the light sour es, at the
2 This is only true when the re e tivities are hosen as
random walk survival probabilities, whi h is however the
ase in all algorithms onsidered in this paper.

Figure 2: Sampling order: with breadthrst sampling (top), all path segments
originating at the light sour e are generated
rst, next the path segments orresponding
to rst order indire t illumination and so
on. With depth rst sampling (bottom),
random walks are fully generated until
absorption before starting with the next
random walk. The wide line top-left
represents a light sour e.
root of the tree stru ture. Next all sample lines
orresponding to the se ond bran h segments
are enumerated and so on. Other algorithms
[5, 12, 11℄ use an intermediate sampling order
strategy: in ea h iteration step, sample lines
at di erent depths and belonging to di erent
bran hes are generated.

1.4 Low dis repan y sample number
generation
A nal aspe t with large in uen e on the
onvergen e of MCR algorithms is the hoi e
of the sample number generator. Regardless
of whether lo al or global lines are used, a
quadruple of sample numbers 1:::4 , most often
in the range [0; 1℄, needs to be generated.
These quadruples uniquely determine a lo al
or global line. The most ommon way of
generating su h quadruples is to use random
sample numbers. Keller [9℄ has introdu ed the use
of quasi-Monte Carlo or low dis repan y sample
numbers for radiosity omputations. By giving
up randomness in favour
p of better uniformity,
a faster than O(1= N ) onvergen e an be
obtained in Monte Carlo integration. The theory
predi ts onvergen e rates up to O( N1 ), with N
the number of samples [19℄.

2 Experiment des ription
In the remainder of this paper, four experiments
are presented measuring the in uen e of ea h of
the four MCR algorithm aspe ts explained above
on onvergen e rate: sampling order (x3), lo al
versus global sample line generation (x4), dis rete
versus ontinuous (x5), and nally the in uen e
of the sample number generator (x6).

Figure 3: Test s enes used in the experiments: box (left) and labyrinth (right). The right image
shows the re e tivities i of the pat hes in the high average re e tivity ase av  0:9. The selfemitted radiosities Bie were hosen su h that Bie + i = 1. The radiosity solution Bi is onstant
and equal to one everywhere.
In ea h experiment, we have measured the
RMS error in the result obtained with varying
algorithmi hoi es as a fun tion of the number
of samples. If lo al line generation is used, ea h
lo al line ounts as one sample. In ase global
lines are used, ea h global line span ounts as
two samples be ause of bidire tionality. The
number of samples is only a rough measure of
omputation ost as the ost per global line span
is lower than the ost per lo al line. The ost
ratio is bounded by the average number of spans
per global line [15℄. Studying error as a fun tion
of number of samples provides more insight in the
algorithms.

3 Experiment 1: Sampling order
In the graphs in gure 4, the measured error of
three lo al dis rete MCR algorithms is plotted.
The only di eren e between these algorithms is
the sampling order. The graphs show results
obtained with random numbers as well as with
Halton low dis repan y numbers. The graphs
suggest that the sampling order has no

in uen e on the long term onvergen e
rate of the algorithms, whi h however does

depend on the sample number generator (see also
below x6).

The test s enes used are shown in gure 3. The
labyrinth s ene is a ase in whi h the radiosity
solution is analyti ally known to be onstant
and equal to one everywhere. This will always
be the ase regardless of geometry as long as
for ea h individual pat h Bie + i = 1. The
degree of freedom in varying i per pat h was
used to reate three labyrinth instan es with
di erent average re e tivity: 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9.
Sin e the solution is known, the RMS error
an be determined exa tly. These tests exhibit
better the theoreti ally expe ted behaviour of the
algorithms.

The sampling order has no in uen e on
the long term onvergen e rate be ause
approximately the same sample lines are
generated in ea h algorithm: as the radiosity
solution is approximated better, ea h algorithm
yields approximately the same power for ea h
pat h. The algorithms use random walks with
parti les arrying the same amount of power,
so, the number of parti les per pat h will be
approximately equal for ea h algorithm. If the
same sample numbers are used for generating
the sample lines leaving ea h pat h, the sample
lines themselves will be the same as well. Only
the order in whi h they are enumerated di ers.

S enes with onstant illumination are however
extremely rare in pra ti e. The se ond test s ene,
a simple box ontaining two other boxes, will
provide better indi ations of the behaviour of
the algorithms in pra ti e. Sin e the solution
is not analyti ally known, the error has to be
estimated by omparing with a referen e solution.
Referen es images were omputed using about
100 times more samples than indi ated in the
graphs. The RMS image di eren e with the
referen e image was plotted as an indi ation for
the error. Allthough this in ludes also the e e t
of tone mapping and only the parts of the s ene
that are visible in the images are taken into
a ount, it has no qualitative impli ations for our
on lusions.

The sampling order however has a lear
in uen e on the initial behaviour. In a
breadth- rst approa h, the e e t of k -th order
interre e tions is only omputed after lower order
illumination has been ompletely omputed. In
a depth- rst approa h, a omplete solution, but
with high varian e, is obtained already after one
single random walk. Feda [5℄ obtained a more
progressive variant of Shirley's purely breadthrst algorithm [18℄ by breaking the omputations
into stages. Ea h stage still is breadth- rst, but
omplete solutions are obtained and displayed
after ea h stage. WDRS radiosity [11℄ takes a
similar approa h, improving on sto hasti ray
radiosity [12℄.
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Figure 4: Empiri al omparison of sampling order in lo al dis rete Monte Carlo radiosity. The
sampling order has no in uen e on the long-term onvergen e rate, whi h however depends strongly
on the random number generator. Legend: Sho hRay = [12℄, RandomWalk = [16℄, WDRS = [11℄.
Measured RMS error is plotted against the number of samples, see x2.

4 Experiment 2: Lo al versus global line
generation

for light transport and optimal QMC global line
onstru tion are topi s of ongoing resear h.

In the graphs of gure 5, the e e t of lo al
versus global sample line generation is ompared
for dis rete parti le tra ing [17, 16℄. The three
labyrinth tests with random sampling suggest
that the hoi e for lo al or global line

5 Experiment 3:
Dis rete
ontinuous random walk

generation does not a e t the onvergen e
rate per se. In these ases, ea h sample, a lo al

line or global line span, will be used for equally
large energy transfers. Sin e the ost per sample
is lower with global lines, a global line te hnique
will be preferred in these ases.
The \ ubes" test however reveals a large
di eren e be ause the amount of energy
transferred by the global line spans may vary
enormously orresponding to whether the line
happens to hit the light sour e or not. Mateu
Sbert proposed the use of a rst, \smoothing",
pass before using a global line pass to remedy
this problem [17℄.
When Halton sampling is used instead of random
sampling, a signi ant advantage for lo al line
sampling is observed in the labyrinth tests as
well. This may suggest that straightforward
repla ing the quadruple of random numbers by
a 4D QMC sample for global line generation is
sub-optimal. Improved global line distribution

versus

In the graphs of gure 6, the onvergen e rate of
lo al dis rete versus ontinuous parti le tra ing
[14, 16℄ is ompared with both random and
Halton sample numbers. In an implementation,
the di eren e between dis rete and ontinuous
parti le tra ing is very small: a parti le hitting
a pat h is warped to another, uniformly hosen,
lo ation on the pat h in dis rete parti le tra ing,
while it is s attered from the point of in iden e
in ontinuous parti le tra ing.
The onvergen e rate with random sampling
is equal for dis
p rete and ontinuous parti le
tra ing: O(1= N ) with N the number of
samples. With QMC sampling however, the
onvergen e rate of dis rete parti le tra ing, and
be ause of x3 also of other lo al dis rete Monte
Carlo radiosity algorithms, an be signi antly
better, up to N 0:7 versus N 0:6 , than the
onvergen e rate of ontinuous parti le tra ing.
The di eren e appears to be larger for higher
average re e tivity. This should not be surprising
sin e dire t illumination is omputed identi ally
in ontinuous and dis rete parti le tra ing.
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Figure 5: Empiri al omparison of lo al versus global line generation in dis rete Monte Carlo
radiosity. Note that the ost per sample is lower for global lines than for lo al lines (not re e ted
in these graphs).
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Figure 6: Empiri al omparison of dis rete versus ontinuous lo al parti le tra ing and Keller's
QMC radiosity algorithm [9℄. Dis rete random walk an be signi antly superior to a ontinuous
random walk when QMC sampling is used.

The graphs however only show omputational
error and not the dis retisation error, whi h is the
error aused by approximating the true radiosity
solution B (x) by a pie ewise onstant fun tion
[1℄. The dis retisation error in dis rete radiosity
algorithms is given by j"(x)j where " is the
solution of an equation that is very similar to (1)
[2℄:
"(x)

= Æ (x) + (x)

Z

G(x; y )"(y )dAy

ompare the onvergen e rate of lo al dis rete
random walk with 4D random, Halton, s rambled
Halton, Faure, generalised Faure and Sobol
and Niederreiter sample number sequen es [19℄.
While a speed di eren e of up two a fa tor 2
may be observed with di erent QMC sequen es,
the graphs suggest that no QMC sequen e

behaves systemati ally superior to the
other sequen es.
The simple Halton
sequen e behaves well in all ases.

A

with Æ (x) given by
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The dis retisation error in a
algorithm is j"~(x)j with
"~(x)
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ontinuous
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where Æ~(x) is very similar to Æ (x) (6):
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Dis retisation error will be lower with ontinuous
parti le tra ing than with dis rete parti le
tra ing mainly be ause there is no propagation
of dis retisation error in the former. Note
however that the Galerkin dis retisation method
minimises exa tly this kind of error.
We on lude that with random sampling, the
sum of omputational and dis retisation
error will be higher with dis rete
algorithms than
with
ontinuous
algorithms for the same amount of work.
With QMC sampling however, lower
omputational error will often ompensate
higher dis retisation error with dis rete
algorithms, so dis rete algorithms may be
preferred.
The graphs in gure 6 also show the onvergen e
rate obtained with Keller's algorithm [9℄ with
both random and Halton sampling.
The
onvergen e rate obtained with this algorithm are
inferior to those of [14, 16℄ mainly be ause the
parti le paths in [9℄ are fully determined by their
sequen e number without taking into a ount the
lo al surfa e s attering properties at ea h visited
pat h. A QMC integration approa h is followed
in [9℄ rather than QMC random walk simulation.

6 Experiment
generator

4:

Sample

number

In the previous experiments, we have always
used the Halton number sequen e to hara terise
QMC sampling.
The graphs in gure 7
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